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Robe France enjoyed the buzz and 
excitement generated by the 2021 
JTSE (Journées Techniques du 
Spectacle et de l'Evénement) expo 
staged over two days at Les Docks 
de Paris in the lively Saint‐Denis 
area, close to the city of Paris.  
 
It was a welcome return to face to 
face ‐ or mask to mask ‐ mee ng 
opportuni es a er the 2020 online 
event, and Robe’s French team also 
celebrated this landmark pu ng a 
special focus on the launch of the 
new T11 range of theatrical 
luminaires, a unique three‐in‐one 
LED ligh ng solu on.  
 
The eye‐catching Robe booth in the 
main Pullman Dock building was 
designed as a stylish, contemporary 
‘lounge’ meet and greet area, and 
became a social hub for those 
wan ng to say hello and stop for  

mee ngs and discussions. It was 
constantly busy with a stream of 
customers, contacts and industry 
friends, and Robe France co‐CEO 
Bruno Garros commented, “It was 
impressive – many came to us with a 
specific agenda – they wanted to 
nego ate and talk about deals! This 
is a great sign for business picking up 
again!” 
 
His enthusiasm was shared by his co‐
CEO Elie Ba ah who underlined the 
“extreme importance” of being able 
to “network with such a diverse mix 
of people in one space, with so many 
very posi ve outlooks for the future 
a er a tough 18 months”. They and 
the team reported seeing numerous 
ligh ng designers, programmers, 
technicians, and others from the 
freelance community together with 
rental companies, venue operators 
and also students as well as aspiring  

young professionals eyeing a future 
career in produc on and 
entertainment technology. 
 
Several people noted a presence 
from other European countries, 
bringing an interna onal streak to 
the expo’s robust and well‐
established domes c audience. It 
was also a sign that Europe is on the 
move again a er Covid restric ons!  
 
Robe France was supported by two 
key people from Robe interna onal, 
director of global sales Harry von 
den Stemmen, and key account 
manager for Europe, Ingo 
Dombrowski. With the main stand a 
hub of ac vity in the Pullman Dock 
building, across the road in the Dock 
Eiffel, Robe hosted two adjacent 
black box spaces where products 
could be demonstrated and 
examined up close. 

Robe France catches the T11 buzz at busy JTSE Expo 
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The first was dedicated to Robe’s 
newest product launches – FORTE, 
ESPRITE, iSpiider, LEDBeam 350, 
Tetra 2, ProMo on and the 
RoboSpot follow spot system.  
 
The second space showcased the 
new T11 range – T11 Profile, T11 
Fresnel, and T11 PC – sta c 
luminaires designed to be a perfect 
investment for any venue ‐ 
especially theatres and performance 
spaces ‐ seeking to renew their 
exis ng ‘generic’ ligh ng rigs and 
upgrade to the latest LED 
technology with all Robe’s 
guaranteed reliability and quality.  
 
The response to the T11 was 
“fantas c” commented Bruno 
Garros, with par cular interest from 
venues already invested in Robe T1 
and T2 moving lights for which T11 
is an ideal complement, especially 
for matching quality in the white 
ranges as well as con nuity of 
colours across all fixtures. 
 
Robe’s T1 and T2 moving lights were 
in this same black box area together 
with two products from Anolis’ 
extensive architectural and built 
environment ranges, the Ambiane 
HP111 – as recently installed at the 
Auditoria de Louvre in Paris – and 
the Ambiane XP56.  
 
These two Anolis products are a 
smart choice for house ligh ng 
systems or for the illumina on of 
concert halls, public areas, and 
spaces for which they have “seen 
massive poten al” in performance 
and mul purpose venues, stated 
Anolis product specialist, Bruno 
Francois.  
 
The dual black box concept worked 
well due to the general theatrical 
emphasis of JTSE and enabled 
people to see the symbio c 
rela onship that exists between 
Robe and Anolis fixtures and brands. 

The all‐Robe black box was also 
constantly full of visitors interested 
in looking closer at the latest and 
most popular LED innova ons 
geared to stage events, fes vals, 
concerts, and touring.  
 
The show followed strict Covid 
protocols which required all guests 
and exhibitors to be vaccinated or 
tested nega ve and wear masks 
everywhere indoors, and it was clear 
that this was a small inconvenience 
for the throngs of industry  

individuals who used it as a place to 
reconnect, catch up, hang out and 
plan future business.  
 
“The willingness of people to come 
and look at new products and 
trends and talk about upcoming 
projects is very encouraging and a 
definite sign that everything is 
moving forward and ge ng back to 
work,” concluded Bruno Garros. 
 
 
www.robe.cz 

Left to right at the back: Elie Battah (CFO Robe France), Harry von den Stemmen (director  
of Global Sales, Robe s.r.o.),  Eric Tabuteau (Sales & LD Relationships Robe France),  

Messaouda Belarbi (Executive assistant Robe France), Bruno Garros (CEO Robe France).  
In the front is Bruno Francois (Architectural & Installations Manager, Robe France). 



https://www.robe.cz/
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From November 24th to 30th,  
2021 ITTF World Table Tennis 
Championships was held in 
Houston. It is the game were held 
outside Asia and Europe for the first 

me.  
 
China won 4 golds! MG series 
showed in the interna onal event 
again  
A er a week of compe on, Fan 
Zhendong, Wang Manyu, Sun 
Yingsha and Wang Chuqin won 4 
golds for the Chinese table tennis 
team in men's singles, women's 
singles, women's doubles and mixed 
doubles, with Wang Manyu and Sun 
Yingsha taking two golds each.  
 
As the backdrop screen of 2021 ITTF 
World Table Tennis Championships, 
YES TECH MG series showed in the 
interna onal sport event again, with 
its superior quality, witnessed the 
glorious moment of Chinese table 
tennis.  

With highly stable performance, 
MG series supported live event  
The backdrop screen include a LED 
display and a star‐gate, the design is 
so crea ve. With about 30 patents, 
MG series has unique sealing 
process to strengthen LED trust and 
improve the an ‐collision ability 
more than 2 mes. With stable and 
reliable performance, it can hold 
various events and make sure fluent 
image during the live.  
 
MG series made many classic cases 
such as China Pavilion and Muslim 
World League Pavilion at Expo 2020 
Dubai, G20 2019 Japan, World Cup 
Brazil, World Cup Brazil, World Cup 
Russia and Incheon 2014 Asian 
Games.  
 
The World Table Tennis 
Championships have a history of 
nearly a century, but the 2021 World 
Table Tennis Championships in 
Houston is of great significance.  
 
 

The 2021 World Table Tennis 
Championships are held in the same 
year as the Olympic Games, which is 
very rare. It is also the first me that 
the World Table Tennis 
Championships was held in America, 
and this year is the 50th anniversary 
of the "Ping‐pong diplomacy" 
between China and the United 
States. In 2022, the 56th World 
Team Table Tennis Championships 
will be held in Chengdu, China, to let 
the world see China's strength and 
share China's sportsmanship with 
the world. 
 
www.yes‐led.com 

YES TECH LED display witnessed the glorious  
moment of Chinese Table Tennis 
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Technical Arts Group (TAG), an industry leader in event 
produc on and premium produc on equipment 
rentals, has invested in Ayrton Perseo Beam and 
Ayrton Domino fixtures, both IP65‐rated, for its 
inventory.  ACT Entertainment is the exclusive 
distributor of Ayrton ligh ng in North America. TAG 
was formed earlier this year and specializes in ligh ng, 
audio, video, staging, special effects and event 
management.  The company has offices in Secaucus, 
New Jersey and Miami, Florida. “We were ge ng more 
post‐COVID event work than we had equipment for, so 
we needed to increase our overall fixture count and 
quickly,” says Kevin Mignone, CRO at TAG.  “We are 
also seeing more outdoor fes vals happening than 
ever before, where IP‐rated fixtures are a necessity. 
Doug Mekanik at ACT arranged an Ayrton demo and we liked what we saw. The gear was in stock and we placed 
our order, increasing our inventory by a hundred fixtures nearly overnight.” The purchase marks TAGs first 
acquisi on of Ayrton products.  “Domino now has us covered in the hybrid spot wash category. Where the Perseo 
is the IP‐rated beam/beam wash we needed,” explains Mignone. “All of the Ayrton fixtures are fast, clean and have 
beau ful gobos.  Nothing in movement, colour, op cs or brightness was sacrificed in these fixtures to have an IP 
ra ng.” ayrton.eu 

TAG enhances its inventory with Ayrton  
Perseo Beam and Domino IP‐rated Fixtures 

Ayrton is extremely excited to announce that renowned ligh ng 
designer, director and programmer, Marc Lorenz, joins its growing 
interna onal team as designer rela onship manager with a focus on 
Europe, effec ve from 1st December 2021. “I am very excited to be 
joining Ayrton,” says Lorenz. “I know some of the team already, and I 
know and like how Chris (Ferrante, Ayrton’s CEO) is driving the brand 
forward. “As a designer and programmer, I have worked with Ayrton 
products before, firstly with the Crea ve Solu ons products like 
MagicPanel and CosmoPix, and la erly with Khamsin and other of their 
Classic fixtures. So I already know about the quality of the products, 
and this is what I want to bring to people’s a en on. In my new role, 
my experience and knowledge will be a touchpoint for the designers 
and operators. We talk the same language because I have been in their 
shoes for a long me, so I know about the tasks and issues they face in 
their daily work. In turn, I can gather their input to help bring Ayrton to 
the next level and beyond.” “Having Marc join us makes us very happy,” 
says Ferrante. “We have long known of his crea ve talents which are 
supplemented by his broad technical knowledge, and his ability to bring 
even the most ambi ous crea ve ideas to life. We are excited to have 
Marc bring those talents to Ayrton and know he will become a very 
welcome addi on to our team.” ayrton.eu 

Ayrton appoints Marc Lorenz as  
Designer Rela onship Manager for Europe 

Marc Lorenz 
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A cornucopia of music’s best and 
brightest stars, including Billie Eilish, 
Coldplay, Dua Lipa, and Nelly, 
descended on the T‐Mobile Arena in 
Las Vegas for the iHeartRadio Music 
Fes val ‐ a live produc on backed 
by striking visuals driven exclusively 
by Hippo zer Tierra+ Media Servers.  
The Hippo zers were supplied  
by rental company 4Wall 
Entertainment and looked a er by 
Screens Producer Jason Rudolph of 
Mobius Produc ons.  
 
Rudolph selected the Tierra+ model 
to drive high‐impact visual content  

 

onto the impressive upstage LED 
wall, no ng the Tierra+ offerings of  
4 Na ve Outputs, 8K playback, 
unlimited mixes, and 39,816 
Notchmarks. Inside, Hippo zer V4+ 
includes all Solid State Drives as 
standard and the latest graphics 
technology to enable producers like 
Jason to deliver an unmatched 
performance. “We like the Green 
Hippo pla orm for fes val style 
shows as they are so flexible,” he 
con nues. “The content inges on 
and management tools, and the 
ability to apply effects on the fly all 
play a very important role in a show 
like this, where we are ge ng media 
from all sorts of acts. They all tend to 
be forma ed in different ways too, 
so it’s essen al that we have the 
power to make them all work for  
our set.”  

Rudolph and his team had two 
complete server systems comprised 
of Tierra+ servers: an ‘A’ and a ‘B’ 
system, each with backups and two 
sets of programmers. The team 
needed this setup this to handle the 
two sides of the stage and keep up 
with the sheer volume of acts we 
have on the show, as well as taking 
care of all playback for house looks 
in the venue.  
 
“Overall, the Hippo zers handled 
everything we threw at them 
without issue,” he adds. “Everyone 
was very happy with the end results, 
and it was a great experience finally 
being back in a full arena with 
people watching live music once a 
gain.” 
 
green‐hippo.com 

Hippo zer Tierra+ adds on‐the‐fly effects  
for iHeartRadio Music Fes val stars 
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 A.C. Entertainment Technologies (AC‐ET) are 
delighted to announce their appointment as the 
exclusive distributor for Claypaky in the UK and 
Ireland. Jonathan Walters, UK Sales & Purchasing 
Director for AC‐ET commented: “We are delighted  
to further our partnership with Claypaky as their 
exclusive UK Distributor. The brand is highly 
regarded by leading designers, and has produced 
some of the world’s most iconic ligh ng products. 
We are looking forward to working with the 
Claypaky team to bring their outstanding range to 
the UK market.” AC‐ET’s Andy Mahaffey will work 
closely with Claypaky’s Paolo Dozzo to manage any 
sales or product related queries. Alberico D'Amato, 
Clay Paky’s Head of Sales added: “As we enter the 
post‐COVID world, we are excited to take our next 
steps in the UK market with AC‐ET. Their extensive 
knowledge and industry experience means they are 
the perfect fit for this role. We know all Claypaky 
customers around the UK will receive the highest 
level of service and support from AC‐ET.” 
ac‐et.com 
claypaky.com 

AC‐ET announced as Claypaky’s exclusive UK distributor 

Launched this year and 
growing rapidly, Garden 
Studios aims to be the 
most friendly, suppor ve, 
and sustainable film 
studio in London. The 
facility boasts three 
tradi onal sound stages, 
totaling over 3,700m2, as 
well as an array of 
suppor ng spaces. The 
jewel in its crown is its state‐of‐the‐art Virtual Produc on stage, which allows filmmakers to shoot live ac on 
footage within a pre‐visualised virtual world, using 3D CGI modelling and precision camera tracking to make it all 
look as real as possible. The 445m2 Virtual Produc on stage is powered by cu ng‐edge tech from Epic Games 
(Unreal Engine), Mo‐Sys (Star Tracker tracking technology), ROE Visual (Diamond 2.6mm LED panels), and 
Brompton Technology (Tessera LED processing), opening up unlimited crea ve possibili es in a sustainable and 
cost‐effec ve way. Addi onally, the LED panels have been dynamically calibrated with Brompton’s Hydra 
measurement system, making them Brompton HDR‐ready. This unlocks the full poten al of each LED and allows 
the team at Garden Studios to take full advantage of excep onally realis c‐looking visual content and extra‐wide 
colour gamut. Another feature Pilborough‐Skinner and the team find par cularly useful is the remote 3D LUT 
control offered by Brompton’s latest Tessera v3.2 so ware, via Pomfort’s Livegrade. bromptontech.com 

Brompton Technology and London’s Garden Studios  
form partnership to deliver the future of VP today 

AC-ET's Jonathan Walters and Mike Docksey  
with some of Claypaky's latest technologies 
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Reading, UK based television 
ligh ng rental specialist Version 2 
Lights has made a large investment 
in Robe’s new FORTE moving lights 
with the purchase of 50 fixtures. 
These have been supplied with both 
the HCF (high colour fidelity) and 
the HP (high performance) LED 
engines – to service V2’s upcoming 
projects.  
 
Versions 2’s managing director  
ick Edwards stated, “We needed a 
high‐powered, high‐quality fixture 
to meet the demands of the big 
shows, so explored a number of 
op ons and selected FORTE as the 
best fixture with op mum quality 
output for camera.”  
 
The FORTES – among the first in  
the UK – will be working hard this 
winter, including on ITV’s new  
talent show, “Walk the Line”  
which is being lit by award‐winning 
LD Tim Routledge.  

V2 is known as a technology 
trailblazer and they collec vely 
researched this major commitment 
thoroughly beforehand, with demos, 
camera tests and sounding out an 
array of industry professionals.  
 
Other FORTE features impressing 
everyone included the super‐
accurate framing shu ers and the 
spectacular range of gobos, but it 
was the overall versa lity of the 
fixture, thanks to Robe’s  
TE technology, which 
made it a real winner  
in addi on to the 
brightness and quality.  
 
The hugely flexible  
TE concept enables 
different and 
interchangeable LED 
engines – high powered, 
high CRI, “tungsten,” 
etc., – to be fi ed into 
the same fixture  

hardware and quickly changed / 
‘transferred’ in 5 to 7 minutes.  
 
For Nick and V2, a product like 
FORTE has all the finesse needed for 
working with camera systems and in 
HD filming environments using the 
high CRI engine to effortlessly 
create amazing skin tones, plus the 
power, punch and effects required 
for more rock ‘n roll ligh ng 
treatments … and also for dry hires! 
It is a proverbial ‘win‐win’! 

Version 2 makes statement of intent  
with large Robe investment 

Ashley Lewis, Robe UK’s key 
account manager for touring, 
TV, theatre & film, with Nick 
Edwards, managing director 

of Version2 Lights 
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V2’s first Robe purchase was two 
years ago for the 2020 edi on of 
“The Brits Are Coming” at Riverside 
Studios in Hammersmith, a 
broadcast announcing the 
nomina ons for that year’s Brit 
Awards. Tim Routledge also 
designed ligh ng.  
 
“With LDs – especially in the LE 
(light entertainment) sphere – 
increasingly specifying Robe and a 
string of great new products coming 
to market, Robe had clearly been 
listening to the demands and 
challenges of the sector and the 

me was right,” explained Nick. 
 
In addi on to the new FORTES,  
V2 now has Robe T1 Profiles, 
MegaPointes, Spiiders, Spikies and 
RoboSpot remote follow systems in 
the inventory. The T1 Profiles 
con nue to be ever popular and are 
out all the me on medium‐sized 
shows, and with the FORTES now 
onboard, the whole spectrum of 
different sized shows can benefit 
from having Robe fixtures on the 
rig. 
 
The FORTES also e in nicely with 
the RoboSpot systems the company 
already owns as they are an 
excellent fixture for this task. Eight 
FORTES are being run as follow 
spots on “Walk the Line”. 
 
Looking ahead to an already busy 
2022, Nick comments, “As our 
company con nues to grow 
exponen ally, we are well 
resourced to make significant 
investments per nent to specific 
produc ons. The FORTE purchase 
underlines our commitment to 
ensuring clients have access to the 
technology they need to be as 
crea ve as they want.” 
 
 
www.robe.cz 

Version2’s technical manager Sam Crook with warehouse manager James Isles (at right) 
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 SIXTY82 has con nued the expansion of its global 
distribu on network with the appointment of PSP Elektronik 
as its exclusive distributor for the Republic of Serbia, with 
immediate effec ve. On becoming SIXTY82’s distributor for 
the Republic of Serbia, PSP’s Miodrag Tarailo says: “I have 
known many people from SIXTY82 for many years and I have 
always had a very posi ve experience with them. With such 
great, professional and posi ve people behind the brand, 
the products are sure to be top level, which is why we 
choose to be a distributor for SIXTY82.” PSP Elektronik will 
sell the whole SIXTY82 product line as well as holding rental 
stock of several SIXTY82 products. “Knowing PSP as a 
company for many years, it’s a big pleasure to have them on 
board as our SIXTY82 partner and exclusive distributor,” 
says SIXTY82’s execu ve account manager, Henry Schuil. 
“Their approach, experience and professionalism are a well‐known fact in the Serbian market. I’m looking forward 
to mee ng new challenges alongside the fantas c PSP team.” To increase familiarity of the SIXTY82 brand in the 
Republic of Serbia, PSP Elektronik will promote the product range from within the company and across the 
internet. A programme of open houses and customer visits is also in their immediate plans. ‘I must listen closely to 
my customers, get a feel for the market, and have eyes to see every detail,” says Miodrag Tarailo. “I shall be a 
‘priest’ who preaches about SIXTY82 products and connects them to its ‘believers’!” sixty82.nl    psp.rs 

SIXTY82 appoints PSP Elektronik as its new  
exclusive distributor for the Republic of Serbia 

SIXTY82 has expanded its global distribu on 
network with the appointment of Stagemarket 
as its exclusive distributor for the Russian 
Federa on, with immediate effec ve. 
Stagemarket has been a provider of 
professional staging solu ons to the Russian 
market since 2010. Throughout this me, 
Stagemarket has proven itself as one of the 
main players for high quality equipment and 
bespoke structures. With over 21 years of 
experience in the live events industry, 
Stagemarket has a wealth of experience and 
technical knowledge in recommending 
solu ons to suit their customers’ needs. 
SIXTY82’s customers can be confident of the 
abili es of the dedicated team at Stagemarket 
to meet their every demand. “We look forward 
to working with Stagemarket,” says Fokko Smeding, CEO of SIXTY82. “Sixty82 has a huge amount of experience in 
the entertainment industry and a commitment to innova on combined with a level of cra smanship that is in high 
demand,” says Stagemarket managing director, Sergey Rybinskiy. “We are very excited to be able to work with 
them and bring their products and exper se directly to our market.” sixty82.nl  

Stagemarket becomes Sixty82’s exclusive distributor  
for the Russian Federa on 

L – R :Stagemarket sales & marketing director  
Romuald Fogel and managing director, Sergey Rybinskiy 

Biljana Sremcev,  
Miodrag Tarailo and   
Aleksandar Tarailo 
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In November of 2018, Ela on 
Professional took one of its award‐
winning Proteus Hybrid™ IP65‐rated 
moving heads, mounted it to a small 
truss on the roof of the company’s 
headquarter building in Los Angeles, 
and le  it there, exposed to the 
elements, for three years. For nearly 
two years of that me, the unit ran 
con nuously, some 17,000 hours! 
 
“It started off as a test subject on 
top of our roof but as me went on 
we decided to just leave it up there 
to see how it would do,” explains  

Zachary Santana, a Research and 
Development Technician at Ela on. 
“It’s proven to be a long dura on 
process of non‐stop tes ng and has 
given us some valuable feedback on 
how the fixture operates when 
pushed in an outdoor environment. 
There’s really no be er way to test 
an IP unit than to expose it to real 
world elements.” 
 
Don’t think Southern California’s 
weather is a walk in the park for 
outdoor ligh ng fixtures though. The 
Proteus unit has been exposed to 

torren al rains, 
searing sun, 
wind, dust and 
other pollutants 
for a full three 
years. Even 
during mes of 
sparse rain, the 
R&D team kept 
water tes ng 
the unit by 
fabrica ng a 
sprinkler system  

to provide a constant shower of 
recycled rainwater onto it. Over the 
three‐year period, opera on has 
varied based on whatever 
parameters and features were being 
analyzed but, according to Santana, 
usually the unit has run on a pan 
and lt swivel at full‐on with 
intermi ent run throughs of its 
feature set and the occasional bulb 
change. 
 
Meanwhile, on the opposite coast 
of the US, at an amusement park in 
Florida, sits another roo op Proteus 
Hybrid going through similar tes ng 
and reportedly going strong. For the 
Ela on headquarter roo op unit, 
there are no plans to take it down 
any me soon. “We’ll keep it up 
there and keep tes ng,” Santana 
says. “I’m really proud of this light. 
It’s gone through a lot but just 
keeps going and has proven itself to 
be a great fixture.” 
 
 
ela onligh ng.com 

Proteus Hybrid™ runs non‐stop for 17,000 hours! 
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 Technical produc on and rental specialist Live 
Company, based in Skovlunde, Copenhagen, 
Denmark, con nues to invest in Astera wireless 
LED products at a pace to keep parallel with the 
“incredible demand” of the Danish market, 
states owner Peter Clausen. They were the first 
rental company in Denmark to invest majorly in 
Astera, ini ally with AX1 PixelTubes in 2018, 
and the latest acquisi ons include several sets 
of Titan Tubes and the newly launched AX9 
PowerPAR – rock‐solid, all‐purpose everyday 
LED ligh ng fixture – and one of the three 
innova ve products launched by Astera in 
2021. The AX9s were bought specifically for 
“Dejlig er Jorden”, an opera c recital tour 
around Danish churches by an ensemble of opera singers and classical musicians. Ligh ng designer Súni Joensen 
specifically wanted powerful, reliable, quick and easy to deploy wireless fixtures … and 12 x AX9s did a fantas c 
job! “AX9s are excellent front lights,” says Peter, which was another reason for the purchase, together with the 
good ba ery life which easily covers the run‐ me of most events. He men ons that the consistency of the Astera 
lightsources and colours is impressive across all the product ranges. He thinks the AsteraApp is great, and so do 
many of their customers. It makes remote control excep onally quick and easy without having to set up a console, 
although also having the DMX control op on is a big plus. “For events, wireless ligh ng / control is THE way 
forward,” Peter concluded! astera‐led.com 

Live Company invests in more Astera with new AX9s 

Ela on Professional’s LightJockey is one of the longest available ligh ng control so ware solu ons on the market. 
Now, a er over two decades of service and with tens of thousands of systems in the market, the me has come 
for LightJockey to gracefully re re. As ongoing security changes to Windows prevent LightJockey from func oning 
reliably, the decision was made to phase out the ligh ng control so ware with the release of Windows 11 in 
October. The last LightJockey kit has been sold and this iconic so ware ‐ the star ng point for many professionals 
in the business ‐ will no longer evolve. The transi on to a new and modern so ware solu on, however, is simple. 
LightJockey USB DMX hardware is recognized by ONYX, the innova ve and easy‐to‐operate ligh ng control 
pla orm by Obsidian Control Systems. Plug‐and‐play drivers unlock any of the devices to the ONYX NOVA license, 
which offers four universes of DMX, Art‐Net or sACN support. Simply download ONYX, connect the LightJockey 
DMX adapter and enjoy limitless crea ve opportuni es. Obsidian offers a host of online training videos to help 
professionals easily learn and convert their systems from LightJockey to ONYX.  
Find them at obsidiancontrol.com/training_videos  
To learn more about ONYX and Obsidian Control Systems, please visit obsidiancontrol.com/onyx 

LightJockey – the end of an era 

Peter Clausen (with glasses)  
and Mikkel Bedsted 
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A Kinesys Apex automa on system 
with new Kinesys Vector control 
console was used to create amazing 
and super‐cool kine c effects 
created with six 7 metre diameter 
mo on‐controlled trussing circles 
each rigged with 10 moving lights 
above the audience of the Galaxy 
Stage at the 2021 Untold Fes val 
staged in the BT Arena venue at 
Cluj‐Napoca, Romania.  
 
The Kinesys system and services 
were supplied by Denmark‐based  

automa on specialist Motor Stage 
Automa on to ABT Mo on Rigs, 
with the system design and 
specifica on developed by Adrian 
Visenoiu, rigging manager for six of 
the seven stages at this years’ event, 
and Motor Stage Automa on’s Blake 
McNally.  
 
The ini al Galaxy stage design with a 
big centrepiece came from 
Mindscape Studios, and the moving 
circles were an idea from Andrei 
Predut of Apart Produc ons, lead 

ligh ng designer for all of 
Untold’s periphery (non 
Main) stages. Adrian was 
tasked with making 
everything move and 
ensuring that ligh ng didn’t 
interfere with projec ons 
and other visual elements 
that were key to the 
aesthe c of the space. 
 

 

Adrian already had plenty of ideas 
about how the circles should look, 
move, and bring a true addi onal 
dimensionality to the visuals, and 
flying objects above the audience, it 
was essen al to have only the safest 
kit, so he was happy to go with the 
Kinesys Apex system as this meets 
all requirements for ‘live’ flying of 
objects over people and audiences.  
Four 500kg Kinesys Apex hoists 
were used to fly each circle, all of 
which were rigged with 10 moving 
beam lights. Having the four motors 
meant the circles could be raised, 
lowered and lted in all direc ons. 
 
The overall produc on design was 
minimalis c, but the truss circles 
brought great dynamics, filling the 
large roof void with colour, 
movement, excitement and effects.  
“I really wanted to achieve some 
extreme movements with the  

The Untold Kinesys Story 
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circles, to the point at which the full  
load some mes needed to be taken 
by one or two hoists,” explained 
Adrian, adding that he also wanted 
the mo on to be “smooth, fast and 
elegant, all the things that get 
audience reac ons and that 
converge to create the 3D effects I 
had in mind”. 
 
The movement cues started during 
the peak mes and headline slots 
between midnight and 7 a.m. 
star ng off with rela vely 
straigh orward shapes and effects, 
building to a crescendo ge ng 
more interes ng, inven ve, and 
extreme!  
 
 

Working for Motor Stage 
Automa on on installing, 
programming and opera ng the 
Kinesys system were Jimmy Johnson 
and Simon Howdy who enjoyed 
using one of the new Vector 
consoles. 
 
Jimmy, who has used Kinesys for 
several years on different projects 
and frequently specs it, commented, 
“The integrated safety management 
of the kit that Kinesys design offers 
peace of mind when flying above 
people and audiences.” For Jimmy 
and any operator, having confidence 
in the design and both the suppliers 
and the manufacturer of the kit is  

paramount in ensuring that 
everything stays safe. “Motor Stage 
Automa on has been set up as a 
specialist in this fast‐developing 
area, and one reason why they 
invested in Kinesys’ Apex system 
focusing on safety design from the 
project’s concep on to delivery.” 
He thinks that Kinesys has built a 
reputa on for delivering great 
products, and for listening to the 
wish‐lists of visual designers who 
are becoming ever more demanding 
as they push crea ve and technical 
boundaries of what can be achieved 
using automa on for live shows.  
 
Jimmy worked with an experienced 
automa on crew on site to ensure 
that safety regula ons were 
rigorously followed.  
 
Adrian gave him and Simon a brief 
of how he wanted the movement to 
look and work as a crea ve 
produc on design and show 
element for the Galaxy Stage, and 
then le  them space to add their 
own imagina ve input. As they used 
the system and became familiar 
with what it could do, new cues 
were programmed each a ernoon 
and added to that evening’s show, 
realising new and different 
dynamics for each ar st.  
 
Kinesys CEO Dave Weatherhead 
concluded, “It is fantas c seeing the 
Kinesys Apex system out doing 
precisely what it was designed to 
do. Firstly, giving safety and peace 
of mind to programmers and 
operators in what they can achieve, 
and secondly, providing a fantas c 
toolkit for designers to use to realise 
their crea ve visions.  I am very 
excited to see the applica on 
poten al for Kinesys Apex drives 
and hoists in the coming months 
and years”. 
 
kinesys.com 
Photos © the Untold Festival 
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 PROLIGHTS has named Modern 
Elektronik as its distributor in Turkey. 
Modern, who have over 36 years of 
experience in the market primarily  
audio solu ons, are now expanding  
into ligh ng, by using their technical 
exper se and outstanding support to 
grow in this segment. “We decided to 
approach PROLIGHTS as they too are 
rapidly expanding and offering high‐
quality products with features that align 
with our customer's requests”, said 
Erkan Işıksel, Modern Elektronik's 
Managing Director. Erkan added:  
“We were very impressed with their fixtures like the incredibly popular EclPanel TWC, the EclProfile CT+ and many 
other products they have recently released. We can't wait to start showing them to our customers!” For Paolo 
Albani, Interna onal Sales Manager at PROLIGHTS, this represents a great milestone for the company: “Turkey is 
an important market for our brand, and we are sure that we have a huge growth poten al there. That's why we 
are thrilled to work with a distributor like Modern Elektronik, who purposely work with fewer brands, so they can 
give their upmost focus and support to them”. prolights.it 

PROLIGHTS appoints Modern Elektronik  
as its new Turkish distributor 

LightsOn, a ligh ng design and rental company based in 
Warsaw, Poland, relies on an FLX S24 ligh ng console from 
Zero 88, a brand of Signify (Euronext: LIGHT), to run a full 
schedule of spectacular event ligh ng. LightsOn owner, 
Lukasz Brylski, and his team supply crea ve lightshows for 
bands, DJs, smaller concerts, cultural and corporate events, 
weddings, and par es, with a constantly busy schedule of 
three or four events per week. They are fully booked with 
shows and events for the rest of the year, as the industry 
recovers from the pandemic shut down. A typical ligh ng set 
up will feature around 20 fixtures, including moving lights 
and LED sources, all run on the Zero 88 FLX S24. Lukasz likes 
many FLX S24 features, star ng with its ease of use and 
logicality. “I can design and plan the show, then set up the 
console exactly as I like,” he stated. One of the many FLX S24 
features he finds most helpful is the mul ‐touch interface, 
which means he can react immediately and spontaneously to 
the ac on happening onstage, matching it with appropriate 
ligh ng looks and effects. zero88.com 

Zero 88 FLX S24 console delivers intui ve  
and nimble ligh ng control to LightsOn 

P
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 Lukasz B
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Cologne band Humblo played 
several forest concerts in August. 
Since the Humblo forest concerts 
were deliberately played in front of 
a small audience and held in a 
natural se ng with a small technical 
team, the equipment not only had 
to be portable and ba ery‐
powered, but also flexible, robust 
and quickly ready for use. 
Atmospheric ligh ng was created 
using Cameo portable ba ery‐
powered spotlights, including the 
new DROP B1 outdoor mini uplight 
and the compact F1 FC RGBW 
Fresnel spotlight. 
 
The band used a total of 12 Cameo 
DROP B1 outdoor mini uplights. 
Depending on the specific se ng, 
they were posi oned in different 
ways on the ground around the  

three musicians. The DROP B1 was 
supplemented with two ZENIT B60 B 
LED PAR spotlights, two ZENIT B200 
outdoor wash lights and a compact 
F1 FC RGBW Fresnel spotlight for 
basic brightness around the natural 
venue. All of the spotlights were 
operated using ba eries, with the F1 
FC using the op onal V‐mount 
ba ery plate. The PA system was 
also completely mobile: an LD 
Systems MAUI 5 GO.  
 
In addi on to the uncomplicated 
design of the spotlights, the 
combina on of a Cameo DVC USB‐
to‐DMX interface, Daslight DMX 
so ware and iDMX CORE W‐DMX 
Converter also ensured everything 
could be handled swi ly. Cameo 
DMX so ware was used to 
programme scenes in advance and  

patch the spotlights accordingly. It 
was a small, refined setup that was 
highly effec ve in terms of its 
atmospheric and natural impact. 
 
cameolight.com 

Humblo play forest concerts using  
Cameo ba ery‐powered ligh ng technology 
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Adlib has recently 
taken delivery of its 
first QC‐Check 
worksta on for its 
Liverpool facility and 
is already considering 
the possibility of 
further investment 
into more units. The 
two‐bay worksta on 
is configured primarily to test cables, and Simon Pe , 
Adlib’s Technical Designer, confirms that, “The system 
came well‐configured and documented, so it’s been easy 
and straigh orward to create a robust test code structure 
for the simple management of the 400 different types of 
mains cable we stock.” Adlib made the investment into the safety and peace of mind that Data Strategy’s QC‐
Check affords, to improve efficiency and data integrity in its warehouse. Now, according to Pe , the company is 
seeing the benefit with staff spending less me repatching faulty cables and manually typing in results, leaving 
them more me for tes ng. QC‐Check’s robust PAT‐4/CAB‐5 cable tes ng hardware is supplied by technology 
partner, Out Board, and provides the basis for the inclusion of a test defini on for inspec ng every type of cable, 
including the capability to test motor fan‐ins and motor fan‐outs, with just a few clicks. datastrategy.com 

Adlib applauds the simplicity of QC‐Check  
as it takes its first system 

Perinic Sistemi d.o.o. is the latest company to be 
appointed an exclusive distributor for SIXTY82, and will 
be covering the Croa an market with immediate effect. 
“The main reason we chose to be a SIXTY82 distributor 
is because of the long term rela ons we have with the 
company’s top‐quality and experienced personnel who 
have always been extremely professional, fast and 
pa ent with all our ques ons and requests,” says Iva 
Perinic from Perinic Sistemi. Perinic Sistemi will 
distribute the whole SIXTY82 product line, selling as 
well as ren ng out the products. They believe that the 
Perinic Sistemi rental department itself is great 
promo on: “If it’s good enough for us ‐ and we use only 
high‐quality products ‐ than you can be sure that the 
SIXTY82 is your right choice!’’ confirms Iva Perinic. 
Perinic Sistemi believes that SIXTY82 products promote themselves and the best way to develop the brand in their 
market is by showing the products ‘in ac on’ to its customers. As a result, they invite customers along to live 
events or to their premises to discover the SIXTY82 products and show them its poten al. “You need to have a 
product that you can rely on, and if you have great support from the company and factory as well, that gives you 
trust in the products. The best way to sell a product is if you really believe in it, and that you believe you can 
support your customers a er the purchase,” says Iva Perinic. sixty82.nl     perinic‐sistemi.hr 

Perinic Sistemi becomes Sixty82’s exclusive  
distributor for the Croa an market 

Adlib's Andy Dockerty with Data Strategy's 
Iain Roche at PLASA Show 

Perinic Sistemi team  L-R  Boris Muzek, Iva Perinic, Vinko Perinic sml 
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For the two‐million or so Austrians 
who tuned in every Monday to 
watch the country’s 2021 Ninja 
Warrior championships, keeping 
pace with the gi ed young athletes 
as they raced across unstable 
bridges, swung along series of 
hanging rings, and hauled heavy 
weights up a “Salmon Ladder,” 
would have seemed like an 
impossible task. But, for Bernhard 
Endl, it was a ma er of rou ne.  
 
Endl didn’t physically run through 
the new show’s grueling obstacle 
course, but he did keep pace with 
its athle c par cipants, step‐for‐
challenging‐step when ligh ng the 
program on Austria’s Puls4 network. 
Powering his 89‐universe 936‐
fixture ligh ng design was a 
ChamSys MagicQ MQ500M console. 
 
Endl posi oned his keyligh ng from 
five or six different points along the 
parkour course, depending how the 
obstacles were configured for the 
day.  His principal light source were 
floodlights mounted at the trussing 
of the obstacles, downside, 
frontside, backside. He also had 
profile fixtures on truss oriented in 
the same direc on as the cameras, 
as well as two to four wash lights 
focused on each obstacle.  
 
 

Most of his show was 
mecoded, but some 

cues were manually 
called up. At pivitol 
moments of victory or 
defeat, selected cues 
were triggered via 
MIDI Notes to be in 
sync with the sound 
effects. The easy‐to‐
understand and 
program Automa on 
Events Window and  
the CueStack Macros  
of his MQ500M were 
very helpful when this 
happened, according  
to Endl.  
 
Given that Endl was 
ligh ng fast ac on in  
a large area (106m x 
52m) with constantly 
changing parameters,  
it was essen al that he be able to 
have quick, easy access to large 
numbers fixtures. “The ability to 
import a csv with fixtures and their 
posi ons so neatly with the 
MQ500M was nice,“ he said. “The 
plan view made it very simple. 
 
A ChamSys user for three years, Endl 
was using the MQ500M for the first 

me at the Ninja Warrior event.  

Previously, he had used a MQ80 in 
touring because of its power and 
compactness, but seven weeks with 
the MQ500M gave him a new 
perspec ve. “I’ve become a big fan 
of this console,” he said, no ng that 
it’s “built for handling challenges 
quickly,” an a ribute that made the 
MQ500M right at home with these 
Ninja compe tors. 
 
chamsysusa.com 

Bernhard Endl meets Ninja Warrior Austria  
challenge with ChamSys MagicQ MQ500M 
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As the world returns to a new normal, so 
has returned Kisstory, a fes val ran by 
Bri sh radio KissFM. The boombox‐
shaped stage made its way back to 
Streatham Common, in London, where 
ar sts like Fatman Scoop, General Levy, 
Lisa Maffia among many others delighted 
their enthusias c fans who waited 
almost two years to return to the 
fes val. This year the stage included 
PROLIGHTS' fixtures including the 
PanoramaIP WBX fixtures and the Solar 
48Q, all IP‐rated units, perfect for the 
U.K. weather. Wolf Ligh ng supplied the 
ligh ng on all stages, ER Produc ons the SFX, visuals by Video Illusions and ligh ng opera ng by 
Spiralstageligh ng. Elliot Baines sat behind the desk: “The PanoramaIP WBX have an incredible light output, and 
the combina on between the outer ring and the 19 main pixels gave me a range of effects to play with during 
programming”, he commented. Elliot added: “It's also very reassuring to know what the fixtures are IP‐rated, as 
the weather in the U.K. can change very quickly. Despite all the weather protec on, the units are s ll very easy to 
handle and keep a bright output, ideal for this sort of fes vals.” The PanoramaIP WBX has a 19x40W source plus an 
outer pixel ring, delivering a bright output with a huge colour range. “The pixel macros in the WBX are awesome!” 
said Elliot, adding: “It's so easy to create stunning effects, especially in combina on with the halo ring. My 
experience with this unit was amazing.” prolights.it 

Kisstory goes all night with PROLIGHTS Panorama WBX 

The Husqvarna Garden, an Ice Hockey arena in 
Jönköping, Sweden and home to the HV71, has 
recently undertaken a ligh ng re‐fit and 
PROLIGHTS hit the puck with a full range of 
equipment supplied to the venue. A total of 28 
units of SunBlast 3000FC, a powerful IP‐rated LED 
strobe and blinder, plus 8 Ra 3000Profile moving 
profiles, with an astonishing 1,000W LED source 
were supplied to give a colourful wash spread to 
the venue and create colour chases and dynamic 
effects along the arena. Furthermore, 16 SunBar 
2000FC, 12 Stark Blade8 moving LED blade with 

zoom and infinite rota on, and another 13 SunBlast 3000FC were mounted in 4 
dollies that are rolled into the ice for the players' entrance show, pre‐
programmed on LTC Timecode. The SunBars and SunBlasts are fed with ArtNet 
for pixelmapping and play video content from Hippo zer media servers. The kit 
list also 3 EclPanel TWC Jr and 4 EclMiniFresnel FC, installed in the post‐game 
interview zone. The company responsible for the installa on and commissioning 
was FC Produc on, a Swedish event services company. When asked about the 
use of PROLIGHTS, its founder Christoffer Carpvik said: “When we were 
browsing for the products to fulfil this project, we found PROLIGHTS products to 

be very versa le and their catalogue very broad. We collaborated with Gobo.dk, PROLIGHTS' distributor in 
Sweden, to choose the most adequate for the project.” prolights.it 

PROLIGHTS is a keeper at Hockey Arena 

SunBlast 3000FC 
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On October 10, the Darmstad um 
Wissenscha s‐ und 
Kongresszentrum in Darmstadt 
hosted the presenta on of the 
German Environmental Award 2021. 
As in previous years, L&S GmbH & 
Co. KG Veranstaltungs‐ und 
Messetechnik was the general 
contractor and was responsible for 
event technology at the German 
Environmental Award. For the first 

me, it used Cameo OPUS X Profile 
and F4 FC spotlights. 
 
“The en re event is sustainable,” 
explains Tobias Berghaus, Managing 
Partner at L&S. "We generate hardly 
any waste and have designed stage  
structures that are completely 
reusable. The same goes for the 
energy‐saving LED wall and the 
ligh ng.” With this in mind, L&S and  

ligh ng designer Chris an 
“Rocketchris” Gla hor avoided using 
any incandescent halogen lamps in 
the hall. “The special thing this year 
is that sta c white light was not used 
for stage ligh ng. In this area, we 
used moving lights for everything,” 
says Gla hor. This task was 
performed by Cameo OPUS X 
Profiles, which were used both for 
camera white light at the individual 
stage posi ons and also as effect 
ligh ng. Furthermore, 16 Cameo F4 
FC RGBW LED Fresnel spotlights 
ensured a warm and so  brightening 
light (4,000 K) in the front rows of 
the audience.  
 
For Chris an Gla hor, the main 
advantage of LED mul ‐level  
lenses – such as the F4 FC – is the 
straigh orward intensity control:  

“With a halogen mul ‐level lens, the 
light will eventually turn red when 
dimming down,” he says. “This does 
not happen with LEDs. When I need 
things to get darker, I can simply 
readjust the colour temperature 
with great accuracy.” 
 
ls‐vision.de 
cameolight.com 

Cameo OPUS X Profile and F4 FC light up  
German Environmental Award 2021 
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Legendary post‐punk electronic rock 
band New Order played two hugely 
memorable one‐off shows ahead of 
a London O2 Arena show scheduled 
for November, which also 
celebrated the re‐opening of full 
capacity live shows and 
performances in the UK … in what 
we all hope will be the start of a 
new ‘post pandemic’ era of music, 
crea vity, and fun.  
 
Ligh ng designer Andy Liddle – who 

celebrates his 
own 
landmark of 
40 years as 
the band’s LD 
this year – 
specified 66 x 
Robe 
MegaPointes 
as the only 
effects  

moving lights on the rig for these 
two banging outdoor shows. 
 
Needing to make a visual impact, 
ligh ng was combined with lasers  
and video, and Andy wanted one 
fixture that would work equally well 
as a spot, wash, and beam light … 
and Meg‐aPointe was an easy 
choice! The ligh ng kit was supplied 
by rental company Siyan. The 
MegaPointes were rigged on three 
overhead trusses above, below and 
around the sides of the screen, 
effec vely framing it, with another 
row upstage on a low truss, blas ng 
through the band from behind. 
 
In a show characterised by heavy 
and drama c back ligh ng, “I relied 
on them for absolutely everything in 
terms of effects, expression and 
power,” stated Andy, who was 
delighted to be back designing and  

running live shows a er 18 months 
of the industry being shut down due 
to Covid. “Having the one fixture 
also made programming hugely 
easier and more expedient in the  
short meframe we had available as 
I could do all the pale e work 
simultaneously,” he explained. 
 
He programmed and ran the show 
using two Avolites Arena consoles 
running Titan 15 so ‐ware, assisted 
in the ligh ng programming by 
Nathan Wan, with Paul Bird as his 
associate LD, programming some of 
the newer material and minding the 
backup console.  
 
Lasers were supplied by BPM/SFX 
and programmed by Toby 
Macknight and Cosmin Bar‐
buceanu. 
 
www.robe.cz 

New Order of MegaPointes 

P
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“The Masked Singer Brasil,” the latest in the worldwide television 
franchise of the reality singing compe on, just premiered in Brazil on 
August 10 with Claypaky Sharpy and Mythos 2 fixtures, illumina ng 
the impressive stage at WTC Golden Hall, São Paulo. Spectrun Design 
e Iluminação supplied 24 Sharpy moving beams, 24 Mythos 2 spot and 
beam lights and other Claypaky visual effects moving heads for the 
new series airing on TV Globo. “When I was invited by the produc on 
company, Endemol Shine Brasil, and the Director, Marcelo Amiky, to 

work on this project – which is 
unprecedented in Brazil [for its size 
and scope] – we needed high‐
performance, precision equipment, so 
Claypaky was my main choice for 
fixtures,” says Alexandre Augusto, the 
Ligh ng Designer and Director of 
Photography. Vinicius Gonçalves Costa 
is the Ligh ng Programmer and 
Operator for the show.  HPL Company 
– Brasil is the exclusive Claypaky 
distributor in country. 
claypaky.com 

It’s no mystery that Claypaky fixtures light up  
new “Masked Singer of Brasil” TV series 

Renowned Argen nean progressive house DJ 
Hernán Ca áneo looked back at the history of 
progressive house music in a live concept show 
called “Future Memories” at the Teatro Gran 
Rex in Buenos Aires, Argen na on September 
18‐19. Ligh ng Designer and Director Sergio Lacroix u lized 32 Claypaky Sharpy Plus fixtures to bring the past into 
the future for a show that represented much more than Ca áneo’s back catalog. Lacroix obtained the Sharpy Plus 
fixtures from Adrian Condomi. Pedro Pampin was responsible for se ng up the lights and effects. “We always try 
to work with the best equipment that the market offers,” notes Pedro. “It’s also important that the fixtures be in 
the best condi on in terms of maintenance and lamp hours. The beam has become standard when it comes to 
designing with light, and Claypaky is the manufacturer that’s given prominence to this type of luminaire.”  Macaio 
Argen na is the exclusive Claypaky distributor in Argen na.  claypaky.com 

Claypaky Sharpy Plus help DJ Hernán Ca áneo make 
“Future Memories” in Buenos Aires Live show 

Mythos 2 
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A er a long period of uncertainty in 
the world, especially within the 
event industry; the space roof 
delivery took place. Actavo has been 
an ac ve user of Prolyte products 
for a very long me. In addi on to 
various trusses and a large stock of 
barriers, Actavo has had a Prolyte 
Tunnel roof for a long me already. 
Now with the latest investment in 
the Space roof, Actavo is able to set 
the next steps in the upcoming 
events, fes vals and shows in 
Ireland. 
 
 

The Space roof delivered to Actavo 
consists of four C52T towers with a 
coverage area of 26 x 16m and a 
clearance of 10m. By making op mal 
use of the aluminum keder profiles, 
a tech area of 4,14m deep has been 
created over the full width and 
depth, both backstage and in the 
sidestage. The roof is modular and 
can be built in several sizes and with 
the investment made at this 
moment, possible further growth of 
the roof was also taken into 
considera on. 
 

The loading capacity is a massive 17 
tonnes distributed in the roof and 
another 4 tonnes for the load of the 
PA. Although the training and first 
build would usually take place on a 
loca on from either the customer 
or at the Prolyte premises, the 
Space roof was delivered 
immediately for a first event. The 
training, given by professional 
Prolyte trainers, was also a physical 
load‐in for the roof. 
 
prolyte.com 

Ireland’s Actavo takes delivery of Space Roof 
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 To raise awareness on the 31st August for Interna onal 
Overdose Awareness Day (www.overdoseday .com) our 
partner Nightlight Events chose eight Studio Due CityColor 
Led to light the Finnieston Crane purple. The Finnieston 
Crane (also known as the Stobcross Crane) is an iconic giant 
can lever crane in the centre of Glasgow (Scotland) that has 
been in situ since 1848. It is no longer opera onal, but 
represents a symbol of the city’s engineering heritage and 
proud history of shipbuilding, and is the largest of the four 
can lever cranes which remain along the River Clyde. The 
crane was used for loading cargo, in par cular steam 
locomo ves, onto ships 
to be exported around 
the world.The crane is 
situated in a district that 
has seen massive 
development in the last 
decade with the new BBC 
building being built 
across the water and the 
Hydro Music Venue now 
right next to the crane. 
studiodue.com 

CITYCOLOR LED lights up the Finnieston Crane purple! 

The fourth season of Star Trek: Discovery Paramount+ streaming series and the upcoming inaugural spin‐off, Star 
Trek: Strange New Worlds, recently wrapped shoo ng on Pixomondo’s flagship virtual produc on stage in 
Toronto, Canada. Both series employed virtual background environments displayed on the vast ROE Visual LED 
volume at PXO’s Toronto new facility. The LED walls are specified with Black Pearl BP2V2 LED panels with the LED 
ceilings composed of Carbon Series CB5 LED panels. Mahmoud Rahnama, PXO Head of Studio in Toronto and 
Montreal, commented: "Ushering an iconic series like Star Trek into a new era of virtual produc on has been a 
thrilling experience. We are so grateful to have technical partners like ROE Visual onboard for this adventure. ROE 
Visual’s LED products set the quality benchmark for the whole industry and perform exquisitely and reliably, 
delivering outstanding vivid colors and market leading brightness." roevisual.com 

'Star Trek: Discovery' Season 4 deploys  
ROE Visual to create background scenery 
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 A vibrant and elegant 
new Anolis Eminere 
LED ligh ng design by 
architectural ligh ng 
prac ce Pritchard 
Themis is gracing the 
front facades of 
Waltham Forest Town 
Hall in East London, 
UK. Hawkins\Brown 
architects was 
appointed to transform the stripped classical style 
Town Hall into an integrated modern workspace. As 
part of that masterplan, Hawkins\Brown tasked the Pritchard Themis team with cra ing the exterior ligh ng. Using 
the quality output and superior colour mixing of Anolis, a stylish signature white illumina on was created for the 
front of the large H‐shaped Portland Stone building, complete with an array of dazzling colour changing special 
looks to celebrate ‘flag days’, na onal and ethnic fes vals plus other cultural and social events and occasions. The 
renova ons involved the design and installa on of a super‐cool centrepiece water feature in ‘Civic Square’, the 
plaza in front of the complex, comprising 144 individually programmable water jets that can light up and dance to 
music, which has been a big hit with the public. In addi on to illumina ng the Town Hall facades in the crisp white 
base colour, the Emineres provide large coloured backdrops to offset the water feature, so colour was central to 
Peter Pritchard’s quest for a bright RGBW linear fixture with a low profile and a tailored finish for maximum 
neatness. anolis.com 

Waltham Forest Town Hall gets Anolis 21st century look 

Green Hippo’s rock solid, flagship Hippo zer 
Tierra+ MK2 Media Server took centre stage 
to drive mesmerising visuals at the James 
Bond No Time To Die world premiere at the 
Royal Albert Hall. Richard Bagshaw from UK‐
based live events video playback and content 
creators Digital Insanity took the helm at the 
star‐studded film launch on the famous red 
carpet steps, harnessing the power of a 
Tierra+ MK2 with the serial number 001 (for 
premiere purposes, of course. 007 was 
otherwise engaged). TV viewers and those 
lucky enough to a end the premiere arrived 

on the red carpet surrounded by 14 LED screens, forming giant cubes to display Bond teasers, clips and graphics. 
Digital Insanity supplied content crea on and video playback services for the red carpet event and also supplied 
content for the press junket, entrance tunnel and the a er movie drinks recep on. Bagshaw and the team created 
more than 20 looks for the red carpet, but some on‐the‐fly video feeds and cueing of specials for VIP guests upon 
arrival were required. “The Tierra+ MK2’s media management and real‐ me playback control made this simple to 
achieve – the Hippo zer ecosystem allowed me to ac on and amend as needed with complete flexibility,” adds 
Bagshaw. Green Hippo’s Nigel Sadler was on‐site to provide support and experience the Tierra+ MK2 servers in 
ac on as the eyes of movie fans from around the world watched on. green‐hippo.com 

Hippo zer Tierra+ MK2 is rock solid for  
No Time To Die premiere 
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Cheltenham’s Imperial Gardens 
became a cinema c hotspot over 
the summer as the town’s Big 
Screen Fes val took place, u lising 
Produc on AV’s substan al stock of 
Desay M6 outdoor LED screen 
panels to make up the visual 
display.  
 
Produc on AV’s Nathan Dunbar 
project managed the supply, 
delivery, build and opera on of the 
screens. The main screen was made 
up of 18 panels of the modular 
Desay M6 outdoor LED screens, 
which the team fi ed together to 
create the large‐scale LED wall.  
“We worked closely with the event 
organisers to supply the right LED  

screens for all weathers and 
condi ons, and our Desay M6 
outdoor panels are built for great 
colour reproduc on and brightness, 
and can withstand sunlight and 
adverse rain or wind and remain in 
play,” says Dunbar.  
 
Dunbar and his Produc on AV 
colleagues Darryl Mills and Olie 
Goulding rigged the Desay screens 
onto a Layher structure in Imperial 
Gardens for added strength and 
safety, foreseeing some of the 
wonders of the Bri sh summer.  
An operator from Produc on AV  
was on‐site at all mes during the 
six‐week event to handle all of the 
content and ensure the feeds  

displayed properly, mixing in local 
commercial content with the BBC 
streams. 
 
produc onav.co.uk 

Produc on AV’s hi‐res outdoor LED screens take  
centre stage at Cheltenham Big Screen Fes val 
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Coinciding with Denmark’s “Freedom Day” – 
the li ing of all the current coronavirus 
restric ons – in September, an innova ve and 
popular produc on of Jesus Christ Superstar 
featuring the Danish Chamber Orchestra was 
staged at Copenhagen’s Royal Arena, complete 
with a spectacular ligh ng and stage design by 
Sune Verdier. The ligh ng included an all Robe 
moving light rig comprising nearly 150 
luminaires – supplied together with audio 
equipment by Copenhagen‐based European 
Tour Produc on (ETP). With no video the 
pressure was on the ligh ng as the main visual 
embellishment to enhance all the emo on, 
drama and thought provoca on of the piece, 

plus highligh ng a string of rousing musical numbers. “Sune started – rock ‘n’ roll style – with an arc of ver cal 
ligh ng towers around back of the stage and on top of these were the 16 x Robe MegaPointes. Sune started – rock 
‘n’ roll style – with an arc of ver cal ligh ng towers around back of the stage and on top of these were the 16 x 
Robe MegaPointes. The 25 x ESPRITES ‐ a recent purchase for ETP ‐  were rigged as ‘primary profiles’ on the spine 
truss immediately above the catwalk and used throughout the show for a mix of gobo and colour effects as well as 
in two pre‐rigged trussing sec ons were flown in the op mal front array posi ons – fashion show style. Sune 
programmed and operated the ligh ng himself using a grandMA3 console. The 31 x Spiiders were chosen for his 
washes. www.robe.cz 

Robe for stunning Jesus Christ Superstar produc on 

Darkroom Crea ve, a fusion of imagina on, ideas 
and produc on design from ligh ng and visual 
experts Seth Jackson and Nathan Alves, combined 
history, nostalgia, and reinven on in a blind pitch for 
the ligh ng and produc on design of the much‐
acclaimed Doobie Brothers 50th Anniversary tour, 
which they won. The ligh ng design includes 92 x 
Robe Spikie moving lights which play a vital role in 
shaping the show’s unique aesthe c, which takes 
inspira on from a collage of classic stage ligh ng 
design gems emana ng from the 1970s and 1980s … 
when the industry we know today was in its infancy. 
Stylis cally reminiscent of that era, there are no cameras or IMAG video elements. However, unlike then, the 
ligh ng rig encapsula ng the foot‐tapping Doobie Brothers’ music and harmonies that spanned five glorious 
decades … is completely LED. The fixtures – all supplied by ligh ng vendor Solotech ‐ are configured to resemble a 
1970s style PAR can rig, clumped together in fours and sixes to give the retro pre‐rigged truss sec on appearance, 
but in a very organized way. This was orchestrated by crew chief Dave Carr who imagineered an ingenious pipe 
assembly allowing the fixtures to hang in exactly the way Seth and Nathan envisioned. All the air graphics, beam 
focuses, etc., are fixed so if the smoke is there, great, and if it’s not … then they s ll have a succession of dynamic 
looks, transi ons and accents and a visually interes ng show. Projected video – also part of the Darkroom Crea ve 
design concept ‐ is used as a scenic enhancement. www.robe.cz 

Deconstruc ng ligh ng for Doobie Brothers  
50th Anniversary Tour 
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 Singer/songwriter Hardy is a rising star on the country music 
circuit and with that newfound fame comes an opportunity to 
up his on‐stage game in order to appeal to an even wider 
audience. Out in support of his highly praised debut album ‘A 
Rock,’ which came out last fall and includes the No. 1 hit single 
"One Beer," Hardy is touring with an upgraded ligh ng rig of 
Ela on DARTZ 360™, Ar ste Picasso™ and other ligh ng fixtures. 
Ligh ng design is by Zac Coren. Coren is on the road with the 
show as ligh ng director and says the tour is going great. A er 
sharing transport for some me, they now have their own bus 
and trailers and are making an impact with an overall bigger 
setup. The ligh ng package consists of 20 compact DARTZ 360™ 
narrow beam moving heads, 4 Ar ste Picasso™ profile moving 
heads, 4 Cuepix Blinder WW2™, 4 Chorus Line 16™ LED ba en 
luminaires (used only in headlining shows), and 21x 32 Hex 
Panels from Ela on sister‐company ADJ. Ligh ng vendor is PTP 
Live (formally GENETIC Produc ons). The rig is divided into two 
parts, a floor‐based sec on with the Ela on and ADJ fixtures and 
an upper, flown sec on with fixtures from Jason Aldean’s rig. 
Unsure of what he could use of the Aldean rig going into the 
tour, angles in the upper package ended up complemen ng well 
the lower package on the ground, resul ng in “a very good 
looking show.” ela onligh ng.com 

Country star Hardy with Zac Coren‐designed Ela on rig 

Live outdoor performance venues don’t get 
more iconic than Southern California’s 
Hollywood Bowl. This summer, the LA Phil 
and a host of other ar sts are performing 
beneath a seasonal ligh ng rig at The Bowl 
that includes Ela on Ar ste Monet™ LED 
profile luminaires. Full‐service ligh ng 
company Volt Lites of Southern California 
has supplied 50 of Ela on’s award‐winning 
Ar ste Monet fixtures to The Bowl a er 
adding the LED profiles to its inventory 
earlier this year, a shipment that joined 
other Monets already in stock. IATSE Local 
33 installed the seasonal house package at 
The Bowl, whose summer schedule debuted 
in May and carries through to the fall. Volt Lites is providing ligh ng support. Volt Lites, based in Burbank, has 
worked with the Hollywood Bowl for years on various tours and one‐off specials. Company co‐founder Ma hew 
Shimamoto says this summer season is the first me the LA Phil has gone with a fully automated ligh ng system, 
having eliminated a number of old Fresnel and tungsten lights. “They are very thorough in their process about 
what product they want to put in there,” he says. “Following a shootout with various LED profiles, they decided  
on the brighter Monet and have been ecsta c with the choice so far.” ela onligh ng.com      voltlites.com 

Ar ste Monet™ supplied from Volt Lites create  
summer memories at iconic Hollywood Bowl 

Photo © Farah Sosa - provided courtesy of the Los Angeles Philharmonic Association 

Photos © Todd Kaplan 
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To bring stunning and immersive 
visuals to The Gather Again Tour, 
the Eric Church ligh ng crew 
selected the new and highly 
versa le Mar n Professional MAC 
Ultra Performance LED fixtures for 
an in mate yet large‐scale ligh ng 
experience.  
 
For the Eric Church ligh ng team, 
the main challenge was to design a 
rig that covered both the audience 
and the band in a way that 
reinforced the immersive and 
in mate nature of these shows 
while also providing the dexterity 
and coverage needed for arena‐
sized venues. The crew selected 
Mar n MAC Ultra Performance LED 
moving‐head profile fixtures, 
making The Gather Again Tour the 
first to feature the lights. 

The Gather Again Tour uses 
24 MAC Ultra Performance 
lights in total, with twelve 
on each end of the arena 
facing toward the stage in 
the center. This placement 
allows for effec ve coverage 
around the audience while 
also providing fill lights for 
the band, which heightens 
the sense of community 
while s ll providing arena‐level 
spectacle. “The MAC Ultra 
Performance is one of the most 
useful paintbrushes we've ever had 
on our table,” said Butch Allen, 
Ligh ng Designer, Eric Church. “The 
biggest element of any Eric Church 
show is the fact that we light the 
audience, because our backdrop is 
human. The crowd sees Eric, Eric 
sees the crowd, they feed off each  

other's energy and that's what really 
makes these shows so magical. The 
Ultra’s zoom range and consistent 
output even at its widest zoom 
allow us to use these 24 lights to 
light the room up in addi on to the 
stage. Those 24 lights are probably 
the most prominent fixtures we use 
for effects in the en re show.” 
 
pro.harman.com 

Eric Church returns with The Gather Again Tour  
featuring Mar n Professional ligh ng solu ons 
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The venerable and rugged Ford Ranger has been used in 
virtually every conceivable applica on since it first appeared 
in 1983, especially when modified into the more muscular 
“Ironhide” variety.  Now it can add another item to its list of 
incarna ons: DJ Stand. Capitalizing on the growing popularity 
of this iconic American vehicle in the UK,  Welch performer 
DJ Weekesey joined forces with ASG Audio Visual to shoot a 
promo onal video from the back of a brawny, black modified 
Ranger Ironhide. Another thing the video did was showcase 
the capability of ASG to create powerful images with light 
and atmospherics using CHAUVET Professional fixtures. “We 
worked some nice looks with our WELL Fit uplighters and our 
foggers,” said Cooper. “Between the colors and the smoke 
we created the right kind of a tude.” Key to se ng this 
mood was the rich red glow from the 14 WELL Fit fixtures 
used in the shoot. Playing off against the vehicle’s dark color 
it endowed the video with a deep, underground vibe. The 
lighter red hues that covered the area surrounding the truck 

then added a sense of passion. Cooper and his team posi oned the ba ery operated RGBA WELL Fit units 
throughout the video’s outdoor set. A dozen of the uplights were placed around the truck, posi oned to highlight 
its dis nc ve features. chauvetprofessional.com 

Sco  Cooper and ASG Audio Visual create  
Ironhide Ranger video with CHAUVET Professional 

Homecomings are 
made all the more 
moving by music, 
especially when 
you’re the one 
ligh ng the songs, 
and even more  
so when you’re 
returning to do 
what you love  
a er a long, hard 
lockdown. Even 
rain can’t dampen such a moment. Just ask Mason Felps. About ten years ago, 
the Cullman na ve got the chance to work his first major fes val when he 
joined the crew at Rock The South. This August, he returned to his northern 
Alabama hometown as the fes val’s produc on manager and ligh ng designer. 
Helping Felps and the produc on team make good on this goal was an impressive ligh ng rig supplied by Bandit 
Lites that feature 32 CHAUVET Professional Rogue R2X Wash fixtures. “We had a 60’ by 40’ stage with a steel 
roof,” said Felps. “Its height gave us a nice trim to work with to create some bold ver cal looks that went along 
well with our video wall, while its width allowed us to space things out to make the show feel even bigger.” 
chauvetprofessional.com 

Mason Felps gives Rock The South bold looks  
with CHAUVET Professional 
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NantStudios is a Los Angeles based industry‐leading full‐
service produc on studio equipped with state‐of‐the‐art 
technology to deliver tradi onal, broadcast and LED virtual 
produc ons. The team recently integrated a novel disguise 
system into their exis ng Unreal Engine‐based virtual 
produc on set‐up of ROE Visual BP2 LED panels and 
Brompton SX40 LED processors, to deliver a new commercial 
for an unreleased high‐end vehicle. The LED volume is a full 
360 wrap‐around and sits in a 24,000 sq. . sound stage. 
Working with the disguise LA team, they were able to 
achieve a total of 39 different shots in six different virtual, 
urban environments in less than a day’s work. The shoot 
consisted of high‐resolu on 2D plate playback content. The 
driving plates were all equirectangular 360 footage, 
spherically mapped to the LED volume at its na ve 
resolu on. Engineered to play back video at the highest 
quality, smoothness and resolu on, disguise’s vx 4 was the 
obvious choice to run the content on ten 4K outputs. 
disguise.one 

NantStudios delivers commercial for luxury  
car brand powered by disguise 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Art may aspire to the sublime, but it must first work its way through reality. Mar n Dudley was reminded of this 
truism in early September when he and collaborator Malcolm Garre  created the lightshow for Heaven 17’s shows 
at the City Hall in the band’s hometown of Sheffield, and the iconic Roundhouse in London. “We were lucky to 
have about a day and a half to set up the screens and lights in rehearsals immediately before first of the two 
shows. This was the first me I had seen the visuals, so I sat down with Malcolm to select color pale es for each of 
the 24 songs in the show,” said Dudley, owner of Mar n’s Lights. Helping Dudley meet this me‐sensi ve 
challenge was his ChamSys MagicQ MQ80. “I had pre‐patched the fairly extensive Roundhouse ligh ng rig into the 
MQ80 already, so on the show day at that venue I just had to plug it in and make sure it worked,” he said. “One of 
the really nice advantages of ChamSys products is their sheer speed of programming.  If you know what you want 
to see, you can push on through it very quickly. In the end, I got about half the show programmed on rehearsal day 
one, and then the rest on day two.” chamsysusa.com 

Mar n Dudley and ChamSys cap vate at  
Heaven 17 Roundhouse show 
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England’s 
Enlightened 
Ligh ng Ltd 
sparked up its 
stock of VL10 
BEAMWASH and 
VL2600 Series 
luminaires from 
Vari‐Lite – a Signify 
(Euronext: LIGHT) 
entertainment 
ligh ng brand – for 
the Bath Fes val Finale Weekend. For Dave Thorpe of Enlightened this was the first me their newly purchased 
VL2600 PROFILE and WASH fixtures and VL10s had graced the stage of a busy fes val. Therefore, he was keen to 
see how they performed and gauge the response from both fes val ligh ng designer Nic Ayres and McFly’s visi ng 
ligh ng designer, Chris Yeomans. “It was a delight to use the VL2600 WASH and PROFILE fixtures and the VL10 
BEAMWASH luminaires on this produc on,” says Ayres. “The colors are great ‐ and although the fixtures can be a 
bit channel hungry that does make them all the more flexible, which is crucial in a fes val situa on.” The rig was 
designed as a tradi onal Spot and Wash set up with the super bright and versa le VL10 BEAMWASH luminaires 
taking care of backlight gobos from the rig. vari‐lite.com 

Vari‐Lite VL10 BEAMWASH luminaires add  
rich colors and effects at Bath Fes val 

One of the newest and brightest hubs for Houston’s performing 
arts scene, The Gordy, has equipped its three theater spaces 
with stage ligh ng technology from Vari‐Lite and Strand, Signify (Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng brands. 
“For ligh ng, flexibility was key, alongside quality of light output, a deep color range and smooth dimming 
resolu on,” said The Gordy’s Technical Director, Joel Burkholder, who chose over 300 Vari‐Lite and Strand fixtures, 
including 200 tungsten‐source SPX ellipsoidals. “We love the SPX’s innova ve features,” said Burkholder, “such as 
the locking shu ers, the resolu on of lens tube placement, the consistent field of light across mul ple fixtures, and 
the fine‐tuning of the focusing.” LED‐based fixtures including 55 VL800 PROPARs and 10 SL STRIP 10 IP units add 
color and flexibility. vari‐lite.com     strandligh ng.com 

The Gordy focuses on quality and flexibility  
with Vari‐Lite and Strand 
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To give the reimagined Starmania 21 a fresh and exci ng 
look, ligh ng designer Roland Greil designed a dynamic 
and versa le ligh ng rig using Mar n Professional LED 
ligh ng fixtures and crea ve video solu ons. Starmania 
is an Austrian televised musical compe on that was 
originally broadcast from 2002 to 2009. “You want to 
give every song the right look and feel. Your fixtures 
need to be versa le enough to do this, because you’re 
s ll dealing with budget constraints. You can’t have 300 
lights for rock and roll and 300 lights for modern hits,” 
said Greil. Greil’s ligh ng design included 48 Mar n MAC 
Aura PXL wash lights, chosen for their high‐intensity 
illumina on, rich colors and silent lt, pan and zoom 
capabili es. To supplement the MAC Aura PXLs, Greil added 35 MAC Viper Wash DX fixtures for addi onal wash 
illumina on. To highlight the performers, Greil selected 68 MAC Viper Performance fixtures, taking advantage of 
an innova ve “Follow Me” system, which automa cally follows the performers’ movements like a tradi onal 
follow spot. To produce exci ng synchronized effects, they created a dynamic, illuminated background for the 
stage using 134 VDO Sceptron 20 and 132 VDO Sceptron 10 LED ba ens, accompanied by 264 Mar n VC‐Grid LED 
pixel les. For the more intense moments of the show, Greil incorporated Mar n VDO Atomic Dot CLD hybrid 
fixtures. To control the show’s large and complex ligh ng rig, Greil used the Mar n P3‐300 System Controller. 
pro.harman.com 

Starmania 21 makes a spectacular comeback with  
dynamic ligh ng from Mar n Professional 

For the virtual 2021 itera on of the annual 
WhatsOnStage Awards, ligh ng designer Jack Weir used 
Mar n Professional ligh ng solu ons to translate the 
excitement and grandeur of live performance through 
the computer screen. Held annually since 2001, the 
WhatsOnStage Awards celebrate excellence in the 
Bri sh live theater industry. This year’s show required a 
ligh ng system that effec vely translated from the stage 
to the screen and performed efficiently despite the 
limited space, power and personnel available. 
Organizers turned to Jack Weir, a 2016 WOS Award 
nominee for his ligh ng work on the West End 
produc on of Boys In The Band, who created an 

impac ul and versa le ligh ng system using Mar n MAC Allure Profile spotlights, MAC Aura wash lights and P3 
system controller so ware. The ligh ng rig primarily featured Mar n MAC Allure Profile spotlights, equipped with 
seven‐segmented beam control and P3‐enabled programming. Designed with versa lity and simplicity in mind, the 
MAC Allure lights visually elevated the virtual performances while allowing plenty of power and space for film and 
produc on crews. “I wanted a flexible fixture with a small physical footprint and good energy efficiency to use in 
the space,” Weir explained. “The Mac Allure fulfilled this requirement, and thanks to its powerful op cs and seven‐
segment array, we were able to create some very versa le and unique effects when paired with the P3 so ware. It 
gave me a pale e that could create seven different looks for each act that performed.” pro.harman.com 

LD Jack Weir deploys Mar n Professional MAC series 
powered by P3 for the 2021 WhatsOnStage Awards 
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 The name Porsche stands for the highest 
quality and Porsche Aus n is delivering a 
dealership experience that lives up to the 
brand. One of the most impac ul aspects of 
the dealership in Aus n, Texas, is a top 
floor window display of ten Porsche cars 
wonderfully highlighted using SEVEN Ba en 
72™ linear lights from Ela on Professional. 
Eric Bernstein of Intelligent Ligh ng 
Services (ILS) of Aus n has worked with the 
dealership’s ownership group for about 20 

years. On this latest project, he worked with Kirk Franceschini, managing partner at Hi Tech Motorcars (Porsche 
Aus n Group), who was tasked with implemen ng a ligh ng system that would a ract a en on to the new 
dealership. The idea was to line ten Porsche cars along a sixth floor display window and illuminate them in high‐
quality ligh ng so they couldn’t be missed by the myriads of people who drive by the dealership each day. 
Bernstein designed the sixth‐floor look and specified 20 Ela on SEVEN Ba en 72 fixtures, 6‐  color‐changing LED 
ba ens with 7‐color mul ‐chip LEDs, two units illumina ng each car. “We brought several fixtures up there to 
demo in order to give the client a few choices,” said Bernstein, who was already familiar with the SEVEN Ba en 
from several church installa ons he has used them on. “We decided that the SEVEN Ba en was best for both color 
choices and power. It also has an integrated gel slot so it’s easy to put filters in.” ela onligh ng.com 

Intelligent Ligh ng Services designs a en on‐ge ng 
ligh ng system for top floor window display 

Jus n Kitchenman of Align Design Group is using 
some favorite Ela on lights on five‐ me Entertainer 
of the Year Luke Bryan’s “Proud To Be Right Here 
Tour”. According to Kitchenman, the tour came 
together extremely quickly with a short two weeks 
between final tour approval and rehearsals in 
Nashville in June. “That’s when the ACL 360i fixtures 
came into play,” he stated. “We know what we can 
do with them and know they are reliable. They were 
also available so we could get out quickly and do 
shows.” The design features automated ligh ng 
pods full of Ela on ACL 360i fixtures, the designer’s 
sixth year using the compact single‐beam RGBW 
moving effects. The pods fill the space in 
concentrated beams of color and can be maneuvered to create a wide variety of looks. “Every year we break them 
out and they’re reliable. They just look awesome when we use so many of them.” Kitchenman, who is out with the 
tour as ligh ng director and also serves as produc on designer, uses 72 ACL 360i’s along with 8 DTW Blinder 700 
IP™ 4‐lites and 14 DTW Blinder 350 IP™ 2‐lites. Ela on blinders have been a staple of Kitchenman’s Luke Bryan 
designs for years. This year he uses 8 DTW Blinder 700 IP and 14 DTW Blinder 350 IP – 4x and 2x 175W warm 
white/amber COB LEDs respec vely – for audience ligh ng. Addi onal blinders are located throughout the rig, 
which he o en uses as a complementary twinkle effect. ela onligh ng.com 

Jus n Kitchenman turns to Ela on favorites  
for Luke Bryan “Proud To Be Right Here” tour 
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September saw 80six host the first 
series of Virtual Produc on Discovery 
Days at its new VP studio in Slough, 
Berkshire. As Brompton Technology’s 
industry‐leading processors are an 
integral part of so many virtual 
produc on infrastructures, it was an 
important partner, along with ROE 
Visual, Mo‐sys, Cooke Op cs and 3LR 
Ligh ng. Brompton’s Technical 
Solu ons Manager, Adam Callaway, 
was on hand throughout the showcase 
to demonstrate the benefits of the 
company’s Tessera so ware, and its 
latest virtual produc on focussed 
features, including Brompton HDR, 
Genlock, Shu erSync®, Frame 

Remapping, Frame Rate Mul plica on, and 3D LUT Import. “We have worked closely with 80six on developing 
their virtual produc on offering and were delighted to be part of their Virtual Produc on Discovery Days,” says 
Callaway. “It was a fantas c opportunity to demonstrate to the people at the sharp end of crea ve content 
produc on the difference Brompton LED processing can make to any VP shoot.” bromptontech.com    80‐six.com 

Brompton Technology supports 80six at  
Virtual Produc on Discovery Days 

It may well go down as one of the most 
moving live music moments never seen. At 
the conclusion of the We Love NYC: The 
Homecoming Concert, a er a boun ful 
feast of big looks, New York’s own Paul 
Simon was to take the stage to sing “The 
Boxer,” lit only by a so  tungsten glow. It 
would have been a very special scene, notes 
Tom Kenny, ligh ng designer for the start‐
studded Central Park show, one that he, like 
some 80 million TV viewers who tuned into 
the concert, would have loved to have seen 
had the show not been called off early due 
to ligh ng strikes associated with the 
approaching tropical storm Henri. Providing 
a cap va ng visual backdrop for the spectacular show, was Bruce Rogers’ bold set, along with a massive ligh ng 
design by Kenny that featured over 600 fixtures and 108 IP video panels from CHAUVET Professional that were 
supplied by 4Wall Entertainment. For Kenny, the storm also provided a convincing real world demonstra on of the 
weather resistant quali es of the CHAUVET Professional fixtures in his rig. “We had hundreds of fixtures and 108 
F5 IP video panels and not one failed,” he said. “This was something,  considering we had a rainfall of historic 
propor ons.” chauvetprofessional.com 

Tom Kenny and 4Wall call on 600+ CHAUVET Professional 
fixtures at giant Central Park show in NYC 
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The MSL‐TE™ 350W LED engine itself 
generates 16,760 Lumens, giving 
9,500 lumens from the T11 Profile, 
9,600 lumens out of the T11 Fresnel 
and 9,400 lumens for the T11 PC, 
and being a TE light source, brings all 
the advantages of straigh orward 
exchange or replacement. 
 
Building on Robe’s innova ve MSL™ 
(Mul ‐Spectral Light) colour ideas 
and TE™ (TRANSFERABLE ENGINE) 
technology, the T11 offers the 
incredible colour finesse that has 
made the en re T series so 
successful.  
 
This concept first developed by  
Robe enables different and 
interchangeable LED engines in the 
same fixture hardware, which can be 
quickly changed / ‘transferred’ in 5 
to 7 minutes.  
 
 

The LED technology also provides 
iden cal colour characteris cs, 
responses, and ul mate control of 
all T series luminaires for precise 
colour consistency across any Robe 
ligh ng installa on. 
 
A rapid‐change front lens system 
transforms the T11 into the Profile, 
Fresnel or PC variants making it an 
even more cost‐effec ve and 
adaptable crea ve tool with 
fabulous op cal quality!  
 
High‐defini on op cs deliver 
accurate projec on and beam 
control, with an impressive wide‐
ranging 10:1 ra o 5‐50° zoom from 
the T11 Profile unit’s single, integral 
lens tube (without needing 
addi onal lens tubes or op cal 
variants). 
 
 

Robe T11 Range

Robe ligh ng s.r.o. launches the full‐
form product video for its new T11 
luminaire, the latest in its hugely 
popular and successful “T” series, 
fine‐tuned to deliver outstanding 
performance and full flexibility!  
 
T11 is a sta c fixture – available in 
three versions (Profile, Fresnel and 
PC) – designed to be a perfect 
investment for any venue ‐ 
especially theatres and performance 
spaces ‐ seeking to renew their 
exis ng ‘generic’ ligh ng rigs and 
upgrade to the latest LED 
technology with all  Robe’s 
guaranteed reliability and quality.  
 
This genuine three‐in‐one solu on 
in a single fixture housing alleviates 
the addi onal cost of separate 
‘generic’ purchases and looks 
forward to a more sustainable 
future.  
 
 

Click to watch T11 Product Video 

https://vimeo.com/648592663
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 The T11 Fresnel offers a classically Fresnel‐
style beam while the PC version has an 
authen c so ‐edged PC beam, both with a 
wide‐ranging 5‐60° zoom. 
 
Knowing the importance of CT whites for 
applica ons like theatre and television, there 
is a virtually controlled CCT range between 
2.700K to 8.000K. Calibrated whites and 
fantas c tungsten emula on ensure 
perfectly rendered skin tones every me due 
to the T11’s high TLCI and TM30‐18 ra ngs 
and the excep onal CRI of 95+.  
 
The T11 Profile ’s manual shu ering system 
is accurate and easy to use, and in the fresnel 
version it func ons as an internal barn door.  
 
Integral to the T11 Profile, is a manual 1° 
MagFrost™ (Magne c Paddle System) for 
instant so ening, standard on this fixture 
which also has op onal 5° and other frosts 
available. The T11 PC and T11 Fresnel 
fixtures have a 5° MagFrost as standard, plus 
a range of op onal frosts.  
 
Designed to be compact and unobtrusive, the 
T11 is ideal for noise‐sensi ve environments 
like concert halls and for anything from 
orchestral work to corporate and business 
presenta ons and other spoken‐word 
scenarios.  
 
With TV studios, mul  camera and HD 
recording and broadcas ng environments in 
mind, the T11 runs Cpulse™ flicker‐free 
so ware and has a dedicated plus / minus 
green channel control.  
 
To increase gobo capacity of the T11 Profile 
from the single breakup gobo and holder 
included with the fixture, an op onal drop‐in 
module containing two rota ng and three 
sta c gobos is available, fi ed using Robe’s 
standard slot‐and‐lock system. Easy to install 
and with a motorised iris included, this 
allows the dual projec on of both sta c and 
rota ng gobos to produce more dynamic 
effects. 
 
 

Tap/Click the link to learn more : www.robe.cz h ps://vimeo.com/648592663 
 

https://vimeo.com/648592663
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                          CHAUVET COLORado PXL Bar 
 
Versa lity is a virtue! The new IP65 
rated COLORado PXL Bar 16 and 
COLORado PXL Bar 8 from CHAUVET 
Professional demonstrate that in 
convincing fashion, delivering a wide 
range of performance features, such 
as seamless pixel pitch between 
fixtures and fast, smooth motorized 

lts up to 200° whether used indoors 
or out. Regardless of where it’s used, 
the COLORado PXL Bar16 is loaded 
with features that will greatly expand crea ve possibili es for ligh ng designers, such as its 60°, 180°, and 200° 
motorized lt range op ons. Other examples are the 5.8 20 48.8 zoom range of its 16 45‐wa  RGBW LEDs, and its 
two zones of control for pulsing effects. Adding even greater versa lity of these fully pixel mappable fixtures are 
their built‐in effects, including virtual gobo and movement macros with separate foreground and background color 
control. Slo ed Omega brackets make it quick and easy to hang the fixtures on truss. They can also be posi oned 
on the ground to provide a variety of different light angles. The latest in CHAUVET Professional’s series of IP65 
rated products, COLORado PXL Bar  fixtures can be controlled via DMX, sACN, Art‐Net and Kling‐Net; and are also 
RDM compa ble for remote accessing and trouble shoo ng. 
chauvetprofessional.com 

 

          TSL Control 
 
TSL announces its latest 
advancements in broadcast 
control centered around its R&D 
approach of crea ng solu ons 
based on its customers’ specific 
applica on. With this change and 
the integra on of TSL and DNF 
product lines, TSL Control 
encompasses all the company’s 
control solu ons (including 
TallyMan, Flex Network, etc.) 
under one umbrella. This allows 
the customer to create a 
combined system, across product 
lines, that is designed to address 
its unique workflow needs.  
As part of TSL Control is its new GTP‐42 Flex Network Controller, solu ons in cost‐effec ve IP rou ng and mul ‐
network control, playout control and automa on including SCTE and DTMF monitoring, as well as the new 
TallyMan Redundancy Package. 
tslproducts.com 
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  MEGA-LITE Framebot 600 
 

The Framebot 600 is a full‐featured automated luminaire with 
robust features packed into a medium‐sized housing. This 
theatrical and produc on‐grade unit is equipped with a 600W 
7000K LED that produces an output of over 20,500 lumens (@ 
approximately 45 ). Featuring CMYK color mixing, the unit 
produces a broad range of pastel shades to rich saturated hues. 
The Colorma on™ combines the effect of an anima on wheel 
with vibrant colors that can be used to create an abstract mo on 
effect. With an advanced 4‐blade framing system that features a 
2pt pivot per blade and 180º framing rota on, the Framebot 600 
allows for precise beam shaping. The impressive 3º‐54º zoom 
range, 540º pan and 260º lt, enhance versa lity and efficiency. 
The rota ng 4‐facet prism can be used to intensify the 6 
removable rota ng gobos and 7 sta c gobos. This fully‐loaded 
fixture is remarkably light for it’s class weighing only 56 lbs, 
making it easy for transporta on. Designed to be used in diverse 
se ngs, it features intelligent cooling with 3 fan noise se ngs 
that can be set to quiet, normal, and performance. 
mega.ligh ng 

  

The color changing IP66 DECO Cityscape Q30 offers a bold and elegant approach 
to exterior applica ons. Designed with a 30W Red, Green, Blue and Warm White 
lamp, this unit provides bright radiant colors for ambient and direc onal 
ligh ng. With the ability to be mounted using a plethora of accessories, the unit 
can be used in different ways to light up buildings, trees and pathways with an 
abundance of rich, saturated colors. The use of the Voltage over 5 conductor 
cable 20 AWG method enables this fixture to be easily installed without the 
need for conduit. As part of the DECO Series, the Cityscape was designed to 
provide versa lity with simplicity by being able to connect to a number of 
different DECO Drivers for power and control connec on. MEGA‐LITE also offers 
a customizable RAL powder coa ng color selec on for custom orders of the unit. 
Simplify your next install with the DECO Cityscape Q30! 
mega.ligh ng 
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Eos v3.1 also gives you granular 
control over the light levels of your 
worksta on. A new dialog box 
allows you to adjust the Brightness 
se ngs of your desk components 
and compa ble external displays 
from anywhere in your system – 
and play them back as presets or 
macros. When you need to focus on 
the stage to hone that perfect 
moment, you can also trigger the 
Ex nguish mode to temporarily turn 
off all lit surfaces. 
 
This new release is just the latest 
advancement for the Eos pla orm, 
which has 15 years of growth and 
evolu on under its belt.  
 
As always, the so ware is free to 
download and use on any Eos 
Family console or controller – or on 
your Mac or PC, which can be 
unlocked to network to your rig 
with the addi on of an ETCnomad 
USB key. No ma er which Eos 
Family device you use on this gig or 
the next, this latest suite of features 
will let you truly make it your own. 
 

The v3.1 release adds new tools that 
let you bring your virtual 
programming environment closer to 
reality. You can now enhance your 
model surfaces with Materials, 
which can be applied from an 
included library or imported from 
custom sources. Sketchup imports 
have been drama cally improved, 
and Vectorworks imports now 
include shu er cuts for conven onal 
fixtures. When you want to break 
away from beams and shu ers, new 
generic fixture op ons for sconces 
and chandeliers provide new 
op ons for omnidirec onal light 
sources. 
 
The improvements in the new 
so ware aren’t limited to the virtual 
realm; Eos v3.1 provides new 
op ons for customizing your 
physical workspace as well. Some 
shows require a lot of handles, and 
Fader Wing Groups now give you 
the op on of paging all your internal 
playbacks and Fader Wing 
accessories as a single bank.  

ETC’s Eos Family of ligh ng 
controllers is known for providing 
comprehensive, finely tuned control 
for ligh ng rigs of all sizes. Now, 
with the release of Eos v3.1 – the 
latest major so ware update for the 
pla orm – that control becomes 
even more customizable to suit any 
programming style or show. Eos 
v3.1 is all about you, with new tools 
that help you set up your 
workspaces – programming, 3D‐
visualized, and physical – just the 
way you want them. 
 
In a fast‐paced show environment, 
you need quick access to all your 
content. In Eos v3.1, Custom Direct 
Selects now support thousands of 
custom target lists, which you can 
populate with channels, groups, 
pale es, scenes, and more – along 
with new naviga on tools to help 
you page quickly between them.  
 
A new icon library lets you add 
images to both Direct Selects and 
Magic Sheets so that you can 
iden fy targets at a glance. The 
addi on of user‐defined Encoder 
Maps also allows you to create 
custom encoder layouts for all your 
fixture types using a dedicated and 
intui ve editor. Show control 
triggers are now easier to monitor 
as well – a new Timecode dropdown 
in the top bar of each display allows 
you to see your console’s 
interac ons with other devices. 
 
Eos v3.0 introduced Augment3d, a 
revolu onary workspace that lets 
you program and visualize your rig 
in three dimensions.  
 
 

To learn more and download the new so ware, visit  
www.etcconnect.com/Products/Consoles/Eos‐Family/Explore‐Eos‐v3‐1.aspx 

 

                                                      ETC Eos v3.1 
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A new F‐Drive accessory is now available, simplifying installa on 
and increasing compa bility with third‐party fixtures. The B‐Box4 
uses the RJ45 output of an F‐Drive card to posi on up to four 
channels of Molex, terminal, or RJ45 connec ons at any loca on in 
your installa on. With the addi on of B‐Box, the award‐winning F‐
Drive LED power system offers more flexibility to meet each 
facility’s installa on needs. Whether using third‐party or ETC‐
manufactured fixtures, specifiers can simplify the wiring required to 
connect to the F‐Drive unit. F‐Drive is a modular, centralized 
solu on for controlling LED luminaires. With easy access to 
swappable driver cards and power supplies, all cri cal components 
are readily accessible for maintenance and updates. F‐Drive is 
available as an R12 rack‐mounted solu on or a W1 wall‐mounted 
solu on. A variety of connec on op ons allow facili es to use a 
wide range of luminaires with B‐Box, while taking advantage of 
ETC’s superior dimming and control technology. ETC’s new F‐Drive 

System Design Tool helps confirm third‐party func onality. In addi on, our integra on test lab is set up and ready 
to receive general market fixtures for tes ng and performance grading. 
etcconnect.com 

  

                                   Obsidian NETRON EP2™ 
 
Obsidian Control Systems announces the newest addi on to its 
extremely successful and rapidly expanding NETRON range of 
innova ve data distribu on devices. The NETRON EP2™ is a no 
nonsense, no compromise Ethernet to DMX gateway solu on for 
the professional ligh ng and AV markets. Part of the NETRON 
family of easy‐to‐use EtherDMX nodes, it offers a high‐value 
solu on for any type of system that requires rugged hardware, 
flexible configura on and a reliable Ethernet to DMX gateway 
solu on at an affordable price. The NETRON EP2™ offers two 
5pin DMX/RDM op cally isolated ports, each port bidirec onal 
for DMX In and Output. Designed with ease of use in mind, it is 
simple to configure through either the 1.3” OLED display and 
encoder or the integrated web menu system. POE or USB‐C 
powered, it includes factory and user presets for instant plug‐
and‐play setups. It follows the same proven, user‐friendly menu 
structure as exis ng NETRON nodes in the market. The NETRON 
EP2 also unlocks the ONYX Nova license, allowing up to four 
Universes of DMX output. 
obsidiancontrol.com 
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                                       Zero 88 ZerOS update 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Signify (Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng brands Strand and Zero 88 have today announced the latest 
update to ZerOS, the award‐winning so ware for their FLX S Series and FLX consoles. ZerOS 7.10 includes support 
for mul ple pixel luminaires, a library update featuring a wide range of Vari‐Lite and Strand fixtures, and more.  
The new update is available for Zero 88 ligh ng consoles as well as the recently announced Strand FLX S Series 
consoles. The update also adds new configura on op ons to ZerOS’s move on dark capabili es and introduces 
other features and bug fixes as well. The new so ware is available now from the Zero 88 website, and a video 
summary of the new features is available on YouTube. zero88.com 

 

     Strand Vision.Net 4-Port DMX Interface    
         Gateway Module 
 
Strand, the original name in theatrical ligh ng and a Signify 
(Euronext: LIGHT) entertainment ligh ng brand, today 
announced new capabili es for the Vision.Net Gateway 
that offer DMX connec vity as well as RDM management 
and dynamic DMX snapsho ng without needing a 
separate ligh ng console. The new 4‐Port DMX Interface 
Module is DIN rail mountable and connects to the 
Gateway via the integrated ‘Gateway BUS', allowing 
integrators to add four independent, bi‐direc onal 
DMX/RDM ports to the Gateway without separate power 
or data connec ons. And with integrated RDM 
management, users can discover, iden fy and manage 
connected devices, performing tasks such as changing 
addresses or modes right from the Gateway’s web 
interface. To bring more power to console‐free applica ons, the new Vision.Net Gateway so ware update also 
brings dynamic DMX snapsho ng, a new feature that allows the recording of a mul ‐universe DMX stream from 
Ethernet and/or hardwired DMX. 
strandligh ng.com 
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SparkLED consists of individual white 
LEDs strategically placed inside the 
lens itself to create a unique 
addi onal layer, allowing designers 
access to a new and innova ve way 
of crea ng interest on stage. Proteus 
Rayzor fixtures offer this never‐seen‐
before style of internal lens 
illumina on for depth and visual 
impact. The patented SparkLEDs are 
controllable by the ligh ng console 
or driven by a mul tude of internal 
FX pa erns. 
 
In addi on to its powerful wash and 
SparkLED effects, the Proteus Rayzor 
Edge and Blade emphasize the 
RGBW lenses with two seamless 
high‐intensity strobe lines with a 
total of up to 256 cool white strobe 
LED dots. Flanking the Rayzor lenses 
across the en re length of the 
fixture, these dual strobe arrays 
offer incredible visual effects with a 
mul tude of integrated FX or precise 
pixel control from the ligh ng 
console.  

These fixtures allow for impac ul 
lt sweep mo ons, which are 

visually striking across its large front 
surface, allowing them to posi on 
or move dynamically during a show. 
With a wide zoom range from 5 to 
45 degrees, they provide intense 
and well‐defined mid‐air beams and 
light curtains up to 12,500 lumens, 
as well as an excep onally wide and 
even wash coverage, making them 
the perfect tools for stage washes, 
mid‐air effects or audience blinders, 
even in adverse outdoor condi ons.  
 
These two new members in the 
Proteus family once more showcase 
Ela on’s leadership in IP65 
luminaires. Their innova ve design 
and carefully curated crea ve 
capabili es are a designer’s dream 
to create visual interest and 
powerful washes out of a single 
weatherproof fixture. 
 
 
 
 
ela onligh ng.com 

Elation Proteus Rayzor Edge™ and Blade™

The Proteus Rayzor Edge™ and 
Proteus Rayzor Blade™ are a striking 
visual combina on of linear wash, 
high‐intensity strobe line and 
SparkLED FX inside a compact IP65 
linear fixture design. Envisioned to 
provide the designer unlimited 
crea ve control of powerful colors 
and high‐powered strobe effects 
from a single unit, they allow 
unlimited placement in any outdoor 
and indoor environment, greatly 
enhancing their capabili es. 
Protected from dust and water 
ingress, they are part of Ela on’s 
industry‐leading Proteus range of 
outdoor luminaires, matching colors 
and SparkLED effects with the 
popular Proteus Rayzor 760. 
 
Driven by 6 or 12 independently 
controlled 60W RGBW LEDs, 
Proteus Rayzor Edge and Blade 
provide a powerful beam that 
stands out on any stage. The 
oversized front lenses create a large 
visual surface on the fixture that is 
enhanced by the exclusive patent‐
pending SparkLED technology.  
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 Pangolin / Kvant BeamBrush 
 

BeamBrush is an op cal scanning system that 
con nually increases, or decreases, the divergence of a 
laser’s beam in real‐ me. In a partnership with Kvant, 
we integrated BeamBrush into an en rely custom laser 
system to ensure the highest possible quality, and 
performance. Enhance your audience scanning 
experience. With BeamBrush, you can increase, and 
decrease, the divergence of your laser's beam in real 

me. Allowing you to operate your laser projector, like a 
normal ligh ng fixture. BeamBrush gives you instant 
zoom, wash, waving and posi oning func ons with your 
laser system. Providing a whole new persepc ve on the 
way that you can create beam effects. Truly paint, with 
laser light. Go from the thin, ght, natural look of a laser 
beam, instantly to the look of a classical moving head. 
Making BeamBrush an incredible laser system, digi al moving head, and beam ligh ng fixture, all‐in‐one! 
BeamBrush takes the crea on of graphical laser content (such as graphics, anima ons, abstracts, etc) to a whole 
new level. Allowing you to add depth, dimension, and create breathtaking laser art, unlike never before. 
lasershowprojector.com 

 

                                                 Barco F400-HR 
 
The F400‐HR is a true solid‐state LASER projector 
designed for the simula on and training market.  
A na ve 4K resolu on up to 240Hz processing speed 
projector, the F400‐HR combines extreme detail  
and very high speed, suitable for any simula on 
environment. The F400‐HR was designed specifically 
for the demands of the training and simula on 
customer, and breathes the needed sense of  
realism into every simula on system. 
 Na ve 4K resolu on @240Hz framerate for 

incredible image performance  
 Dynamic resolu on way beyond 4K with built‐in 

or external pixel‐shi   
 Revolu onary high‐speed laser light source for speckle‐free, outstanding image quality  
 Rock‐solid and fully rated for shock and vibra on  
 Barco Pulse for common communica on and user interface across all Barco projectors  
 Also available: FS400‐HR with dedicated IR for NVG training 
barco.com 
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